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ADDRESS-IN-REPLY 
Motion 

Resumed from 6 November. 

HON JON FORD (Mining and Pastoral) [7.38 pm]: I thank His Excellency the Governor, Dr Ken Michael, 
for his address on the opening of the thirty-eighth Parliament, and I congratulate the Liberal and National Parties 
on forming government.  

During my reply I will go through the water column and talk about fish and I will then go on to talk about fire 
and gas. I will then end up somewhere with a bit of iron and maybe a bit of lead. I will begin with the matter of 
fish. By way of illustrating the topic to the house, I will outline the priorities that the people of Western Australia 
may expect from this government on fishing matters and some of the priorities that it should pursue.  

Not long after the government was formed, the people of Western Australia were informed that the seasonal bans 
that were due to come into action in October this year to ensure that vulnerable or at-risk demersal species were 
protected were to be lifted while a review was being carried out. That was a bit of a shock, because during the 
debate in the year or so leading up to the implementation of that plan, the response that I, as the then Minister for 
Fisheries, was getting from the opposition was that it supported even-handedness across the board on this 
important issue. I was lectured on ensuring that I included measures that targeted all sectors of the fishing 
industry, and not single one out, particularly the recreational and commercial sectors. Although we looked at the 
commercial sector, the constant call was for me to ensure that the recreational sector carried its load. During that 
time I received submissions from some prominent Liberal Party members with suggestions of seasonal 
restrictions targeting the spawning season in particular. In fact, Hon Bruce Donaldson referred to that a number 
of times in this house. 

Lo and behold, after thinking we had common agreement on this issue, the bans have been lifted. That is a bit of 
a problem, because we have a serious environmental issue. There is an ever-increasing recreational fleet. The 
commercial sector has played its part in quite a dramatic way; about 1 100 licences have been taken out of the 
system. A number of people have lost sections of their businesses. Although the new wetline management plan 
has been implemented�it is a good plan and I commend the minister for implementing it�the recreational 
sector is still not playing its part. Last Thursday, on the opening day of this Parliament, I asked the Minister for 
Fisheries why he was putting these species at risk and why he had not implemented the bans. His response is a 
great lesson in how not to answer a question. For new ministers, his response was much better than saying that 
he would take the question on notice. This reflects the experience of the Leader of the House. His response 
was �  

Perhaps I could ask the previous Minister for Fisheries why he ignored the department�s advice on his 
proposal for the so-called saving of the demersal fishery. 

Of course, things are not that simple. In fact, I ignored the initial advice because the initial advice called for a 
total ban on all demersal finfish for about four months. Of course, to calculate the percentage of the total catch, 
we must take into account a certain percentage for bag limits, a certain percentage for closures and a certain 
percentage for the days on which people cannot fish due to the weather. There are also different methods of 
fishing. If restrictions are put in place, reductions can be made. However, the target was always a reduction of 
50 per cent. The minister has recognised publicly that the fishery is in trouble. The fishery is in dire straits. It is 
not just a normal fishery matter. It is in as much trouble, if not more, than the rock lobster industry. The minister 
took very strong and immediate action when he was confronted with the news of the puerulus count. Puerulus 
are tiny juvenile rock lobsters. He made an immediate and drastic cut, which will cause the commercial sector a 
lot of pain. He has tried to apply that to the recreational sector, and we will have discussions in this place in the 
coming weeks about how effective that is. However, it was a good follow-through. I do not understand why the 
minister has not followed through with immediate and strong action on this matter. Today I asked the minister 
whether he understood the precautionary principle, and of course he said yes. The precautionary principle 
provides that when in doubt, take the most conservative approach while people find out what is happening. If the 
minister had applied the precautionary principle to this situation, because everything had been put in place, he 
could have carried out the review while the bans were implemented. The bans were designed to protect these 
fish. The bans were a major part of that plan. An integrated fishery is like a house of cards�if one section is 
removed, the whole thing collapses and it is worthless. While the minister takes that gamble and waits for the 
review to be completed, what will be the net effect on the fishery and what will we be left with? 

That brings me back to the question: why would the minister do that? It seems to me that when there is good, 
consistent, independent, unencumbered advice from what is recognised as one of the best fisheries management 
departments in the country�it is not perfect and the minister and I talked about that in the corridor�it is wise to 
take its advice. However, just in case, it is also wise to check on that advice. The department�s advice was sent 
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away to be peer reviewed by the Australian domestic science community, and that review indicated that the 
advice was sound; that is, this fishery is in dire straits. It is in such dire straits that even with the implementation 
of the bans, dhufish stocks might not recover. That is the advice that we have been confronted with. We have 
been debating this matter in this house for well over six months. All the sectors have had an opportunity to talk 
about it. Interestingly, the overwhelming majority of sectors agree that there should be bans. The only argument 
is the length of the bans and the areas in which they should apply. Two sectors oppose the bans, notwithstanding 
a few individuals who have some pretty strong views; that is, the charter industry and a small section of the retail 
industry. Representatives from the boating trade alliance spoke to me and they were also worried. However, 
when we sat down, they agreed that the problem that sector was experiencing was a general downturn in 
confidence in the economy. Boat sales were dropping off, particularly in the eastern states, there was a 
bottleneck for existing boats, and it was hard to attract people to buy big boats�I am talking about boats the 
length of this chamber�because of the shortage of marine boat facilities. That is the real issue. They agreed that 
any ban on the capture of demersal scale fish would not have a major impact on the sale of boats. 

What were we proposing for the two sectors that were arguing the point? One sector, the charter industry, would 
be affected because its game is to sell the dream of people being able to go out and catch large numbers of pink 
snapper and big dhufish. The charter industry never goes anywhere near the bag limits, but it must be able to sell 
that dream as part of its marketing. The sector actually puts up a good argument. Charter operators are good 
members of the fishing industry. We know exactly what they catch as they consistently fill in their returns. Like 
other commercial fishing entities, charter operators have a positive flow-on effect into the general community, 
particularly the regional communities in which they operate. However, we still have to save fish. We have to 
stop people targeting these fish breeds, and the easiest way to do that is to give them a quota. I had decided to 
give them a recreational quota because, although, technically, it is a commercial fishing enterprise, the charter 
industry�s customer base is made up of recreation fishermen. I decided it was necessary to make it a managed 
fishery. Part of the reason behind the not-so-slow staged implementation of the fishing bans was to give charter 
operators time to adjust their businesses, and also to allow us to rationalise the industry. A huge component of 
the industry is made up of latent licence holders; that is, people who have licences to operate charter boats but 
who do not actually do so.  

I refer now to the retail sector. A group called Fish for Life is the most vocal part of the retail sector; in fact, it is 
just about the only part of that sector that is complaining. Fish for Life represents some of the tackle-related 
industries and charter industries. The group had its genesis in Bluewater, a local tackle, surf, dive and marine 
company. Bluewater was the company that lead the charge. In the early days of Fish for Life, a guy called Hal 
Harvey was the most vocal of the people involved; he was also a director of Bluewater. That is okay because 
everybody has a right to express his or her views. But Fish for Life had a very flawed argument. It concentrated 
its argument in two main parts, both of which were flawed. The first was that commercial retailers would lose 
millions of dollars of trade because of restrictions on demersal finfish. I am a recreational fisherman. Most of the 
money I spend, in large quantities, is not spent on demersal fishing gear, but rather on gear for pelagic fishing. 
Fishermen pay $35 for a pro laser lure, and lose at least two every time they go out�well, I do! I do not lose the 
lure on fish; it usually gets wrapped around a reef or hooks something on the bottom. I am not very good when it 
comes to keeping lures. My point is that that is how retailers make money out of me and, I know, out of the 
friends with whom I fish. I also enjoy fly fishing. I have paid extraordinary amounts of money on fly fishing 
tackle because fly fishermen lose lots of tackle in the mangroves, and, I can tell members, they break rod tips 
flicking little shelters and flies snagging under mangroves. They get tangled up and it is possible to see where 
everybody else has been because the mangroves look like little Christmas trees with little bits of tinsel hanging 
off. There is no way in the world that a short-term demersal fishing ban will have the type of dramatic affect on 
their businesses, as they are arguing. A lot of things will affect their business, including the arrival of the east 
coast based big discount stores and the availability of online internet purchasing direct from manufacturers such 
as HALCO International, but the biggest most dramatic long-term effect will be the fish dying or our waters 
being fished out. Why then will this government stop the bans while conducting a review?  

I have an article that my good colleague Hon Kim Chance gave to me the other day. It is in a magazine called 
AFTR�the Australian Fishing Tackle Retailers official trade magazine. It has a very inappropriate comment on 
the front page, but page 6 contains a contribution from Ben Patrick of Western Australia. Beside his letter, a 
fellow is pictured holding a large breeding dhufish and the caption reads � 

There is now hope that anglers will be able to target dhufish, along with other popular species, without 
an annual four-month ban. This prize dhufish was caught by Noel Laine. 

Good on him. Although he has done nothing illegal, the caption is suggestive of a mentality amongst some 
fishers about the targeting of particular fish.  

The article starts � 
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HOPE FOR REC FISHERS 
The result of the WA state election has seen the Liberals form government under direct pressure from 
the Fish For Life campaign, part funded by AFTA. 

The premier-elect Colin Barnett agreed to review the draconian fishing regulations introduced by the 
previous government. These regulations will not be enforced until there has been a full review, 
including input from the tackle industry.  

This has been a significant step forward for Western Australia. Under the previous government it was 
facing very severe restrictions to fishing which were unfair to the tackle industry and could have meant 
serious decline in many tackle businesses.  

The premier-elect has also pledged to provide more funding for boat ramps and other marina facilities, 
and also for sea rescue groups. 

Now, there is a problem with all those things mentioned in the article; that is, the extra boat ramps and other 
marina facilities. Restricting those facilities could be a part of the overall input management plan. Nothing in this 
article talks about the preservation of the species. Bag limits are the main focus of restrictions talked about by 
Fish for Life. If members go to the web and have a look at their chat lines, the great majority of people laughed 
off the suggestion that bag limits were a serious solution.  

There are problems with bag restrictions. In a healthy fishery, for which we have a reasonable idea of the amount 
of fishing, it is possible to roughly calculate the tonnage of fish removed from the water. There is no problem if 
the species is short-lived, regularly replenished and there is a healthy biomass. However, once a sudden increase 
in effort occurs on a dangerously depleted fishery, it just does not work anymore; it becomes necessary to stop 
catching fish. Why does it not work? The reason is simple. If we have 600 000 anglers in Western Australia and, 
say, 5 000 of them fish once a month in the west coast bioregion and they all catch a dhufish; that means 5 000 
dhufish are caught every month.  

As the minister pointed out in response to one of my questions, people do not always catch the right sized fish 
and so there are problems with sizes. They bring the fish to the side of a boat only to find that it is not the right 
size and it has suffered barotrauma, so they throw it over the side. Barotrauma particularly applies to dhufish 
because they have a chemical reaction in their blood, which means no matter how fast they get to the sea bed and 
no matter what Frank Prokop says, they are dead. We could therefore probably add a quantum of, say, 20 per 
cent. 

There is then the issue of upsizing. Fishermen might catch a fish that is just the right size but they keep on 
fishing for another hour and, when that fish is definitely dead, they catch another much bigger fish. They chuck 
the first fish over the side and keep the bigger fish. The minister is right�I would have copped criticism for 
this�the only real, drop-dead way of protecting fish is to have total bans because of the serious depletion that 
has occurred. I hope that the review that is being conducted will come to that conclusion and that the minister 
will show the same courage that he did on the issue of rock lobsters.  

Hon Norman Moore: You can be sure of that.  

Hon JON FORD: I hope so. That brings me to another point. There is some hypocrisy in what is being done 
here. I am not accusing the minister of hypocrisy, but something is going on that does not play out. The article I 
have in front of me finishes � 

This result is a credit to the work done by the Fish For Life Alliance with particular thanks to Paul 
Duggan from Benbow Outdoors and Hal Harvey from Bluewater Tackle World stores. Their efforts, 
aided by funding from AFTA, have made for a significant difference in the outcomes of fishing 
regulations and recreational fishing in general in WA. 

The Liberal Party�s response until the election was called was that if we are to have seasonal restrictions, we 
should make sure that they are broad enough to cover spawning periods. They have to be broad enough because 
we are trying to protect dhufish, red snapper, pink snapper and all sorts of species. They are indicative species, 
so we are trying to protect the whole demersal column, which starts at a depth of about 20 metres by a general 
rule of thumb. The plan that was put into place was designed to give people some ownership and not to be so 
restrictive that people could not fish at all. The idea was to change people�s habits while still getting the 50 per 
cent reduction that was required, because the recreational effort is about the same as the commercial effort. The 
commercial guys have played their part, notwithstanding some south west members� comments.  
Why all of a sudden during the election campaign did now-Premier Barnett say that a new government would lift 
the bans and conduct a review? I reckon that at some fundraiser or Liberal Party event Hal Harvey, whose wife is 
the new member for Scarborough, sidled up to Colin Barnett and said that he would be on a winner if he lifted 
the bans because it would mean votes, and that is what the Premier has done. That puts this minister in a terrible 
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position, because he sat on this side of the house during the whole debate over the past six months or so not 
raising any objections, presumably because he agrees with what his shadow spokesperson had been saying 
during the debate, and we have had long and hard debates about it. Coming up with that sort of on-the-run 
decision is a mistake during an election campaign when the facts are not known. Hopefully, the house has heard 
how complex the matter is; in fact, it is so complex that we could argue it in all sorts of ways.  
In my view, this government is putting at risk the whole of the west coast commercial fishery for a very short-
term perceived political gain for some vested interest in the Liberal Party. The reason I am pretty positive when 
saying that is that this minister is not stupid. He is courageous in the way he acts, as he proved over the issue of 
rock lobsters. I have stood in front of 350 rock lobster fishermen. To do what the minister did was very 
courageous. I can understand why ministers have security when they are doing their job. The sort of governance 
that this state can look forward from Premier Colin Barnett is that people can sidle up to him regardless of 
history and put an idea in his head, and he will get his ministers to implement it no matter what the science. 
There is no justification for what the Premier has proposed. Nobody across the board in the industry supports it. 
There may be some argument about the length of bans, but nobody supports lifting the bans. If there was 
disagreement with the way the plan was put together, it could have simply been reviewed while the bans were 
left in place. It could then have been changed to whatever method was thought appropriate. The problem that we 
face now is that even if the bans are reinstated later on, they will have to be greater than the bans that were 
proposed. There is also a real risk that we will lose fish. There is no excuse for taking the risk that this 
government is taking. 

I move on to the oil and gas industry. I suppose it is unfortunate that I am the shadow spokesperson who must 
target the Minister for Mines and Petroleum, because I must take him to task on another matter. Before the 
election, our government was trying to keep the economy going after the unscheduled event that was the gas fire 
at Varanus Island, which caused tremendous pain and hardship to people in the community all the way from 
company operators and their investors to the end customers. At a time when responsible constraint should have 
been argued, the Liberal Party was calling every day for independent reviews and royal commissions into the 
government�s action. Liberals said that if they were elected, they would have those reviews. Eventually, after 
winning the election, the Liberal Party had a sudden change in view, consistent with its actions on fisheries. It 
argued one way when in opposition, only to change its position when in government. It justifies the change in 
position by declaring that it will delay the inquiry until the report of the Senate inquiry, which was designed to 
embarrass the previous government in the lead-up to the election. There is a huge problem with that, as the 
minister, the government and the industry know. According to its terms of reference, the Senate committee is 
reporting on �  

a. the economic impact of the Western Australian gas crisis, including but not limited to:  
i the extent of losses faced by business and industry failing to meet production targets 

due to the lack of gas supplies,  
ii the disproportionate disruption to industry in the south west of Western Australia, and 
iii the nature of contractual arrangements forced on business and industry during the gas 

crisis and their status since the resumption of gas supplies from Varanus Island; and 
b. the government response to the Western Australian gas crisis, including but not limited to:  

i the adequacy of the crisis management response, 
ii the adequacy of reliance on one source supplies of gas for domestic markets, 
iii the provision of reliable and affordable supplies of alternative energy, 
iv the feasibility of developing emergency storage facilities of gas in depleted reservoirs 

or other repositories, and 
iv the justification for any refusals to release relevant facts and documents publicly. 

The closing date for submissions was 15 September, but the committee must be quite close to releasing its report 
and recommendations. Nationally, government and industry want to see what the heck went wrong with the 
regulatory body. The government can call whichever level of inquiry it likes into this matter, and the opposition 
will support it, because it is absolutely essential, for a couple of reasons, to find out what broke down. We are 
experiencing an unprecedented worldwide financial crisis, in which large resource companies are pulling back 
expansion projects, and large investors and banks are holding back on investments when there is any sort of 
excuse for doing so. As long as we do not know why the regulatory regime broke down and the explosion was 
allowed to happen, there is a cloud hanging over the whole industry.  

These are international companies. To give an idea of the impact of these sorts of events in the oil and gas 
industry, after the Piper Alpha incident, a similar facility in Western Australia�the Goodwin Alpha�that had 
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already been designed and given construction approval, was rearranged. We know that it was rearranged because 
the tags are all back to front. It was too expensive to generate new tags for the instrumentation and equipment. 
Companies take notice. Another result of that incident was a change in the way safety and integrity are managed 
on the offshore facilities. Now everywhere in the world oil and gas facilities are managed through risk-based 
inspections, under an umbrella called a safety case. The mining sector, which currently does not work under a 
safety case, is considering doing so nationally, as is the commonwealth government. The industry bodies in the 
mining sector would like to see a common approach across the country on safety management and asset 
integrity. Apart from the fact that this is what is done everywhere else, another reason for doing this is that we 
have a large fly in, fly out workforce, with contractors moving personnel backwards and forwards across the 
country. Every time people who are responsible for the safe management of those facilities and assets go 
interstate, they must operate under different regulatory regimes. 

Not knowing what broke down in the regulatory regime leading to the Varanus Island gas explosion is having an 
effect on safety in the mining industry. The oil and gas sector needs certainty, and wants any shortfalls that are 
identified quickly resolved. It is not interested in blame; it has a no-blame culture. It wants any impediment to 
investment removed and any risk to its assets mitigated. The sooner we get on with this inquiry, the better it will 
be for the industry. The government should have set it up when it first came into power. There is no need to wait 
on the report of the Senate inquiry. 
Another of the early announcements of this government was the restructure of the Department of Consumer and 
Employment Protection and the Department of Industry and Resources, and to form the department that I am 
interested in�the Department of Mines and Petroleum. We have heard so far that this is aimed at removing 
bottlenecks in the approvals process for the mining industry, although we have not been told how this will 
happen. In fact, a couple of problems have arisen. If Woodside is looking for approval, it must go to Minister 
Day, while other companies seeking approval must approach Minister Faragher. 

Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich: We don�t know who to go to here. 

Hon JON FORD: That is right; it is quite complex, and that will be brought out. We have not been told how 
rejigging the departments will achieve the benefit for resource project approvals, because I do not think it will. 
We will see over time that the process is going backwards. It would seem to me, logically, that if the government 
was planning a review of the way the government manages the regulatory authority, which is an integral part of 
the petroleum and mining department, it would wait for such a review to be completed before carrying out the 
restructure. It could learn lessons from the review and restructure the department accordingly. Of course, that 
option is still open, but there will be a cost associated with it. 

I will now move to considering mining in general, and particularly safety issues. I will stand corrected if I am 
wrong, but my understanding is that mine safety will revert to the Department of Mines and Petroleum, and that 
that will include asset integrity. The previous government, the government before that and the present 
government have all had a go at this and have all failed dismally in protecting the interests of employees in the 
mining industry. Hardly a week goes by when there is not a horrible accident or the announcement of another 
inquiry. Today�s Kalgoorlie Miner states � 

A CORONIAL inquest into the death of a 32-year-old worker at a Goldfields BHP Billiton mine site 
began in Perth yesterday. 

Only a few months ago there was a death in the tyre workshop in Yandi. A truck ran over a light vehicle and 
killed another worker. A guy fell off a scissor lift on Finucane Island and died. We still do not know the reason 
for that. A person was burnt to death in Port Hedland. A couple of people were killed�this is a repeat accident 
that should never have happened�while doing a simple job of torquing a wheel. It goes on. In fact, in my neck 
of the woods and in the minister�s neck of the woods in the Pilbara, I think that in about three years there have 
been six or seven fatalities on the mine sites near my office in Newman, in Port Hedland and out to Yandi, and 
on Mt Whaleback. Here we are in 2008 and it is not a reasonable proposition that people can go to work in a 
mine in Western Australia and survive. Workers have a reasonable chance of being maimed or killed. 

The industry recognises that, and it is keen to implement safety case regimes. Safety case regimes have an 
advantage in that they identify the risks early on. They involve everybody in the workforce. They are flexible yet 
consistent in the way the rules are applied. They allow flexibility in the safety management systems that are put 
in place to protect the integrity of the assets, protect the workers and protect the investments, and there is a lot of 
discussion about that. Therefore, I hope that this government pursues the safety case regime within the resources 
sector, because we have to stop this carnage. When we think about the size of the community and the number of 
fatalities that are occurring and the amount of maiming that is going on, if that was happening in a couple of 
suburbs of Perth, there would be an absolute outrage. I think the problem is that we are treating them as 
individual cases and not looking at it as an endemic issue. I believe that, generally speaking, the mining industry 
Australia-wide is probably about 15 years behind the hydrocarbon industry in how it manages safety, so there is 
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a big challenge. Therefore, I would have thought that that would be one of the major priorities of this 
government. 
When the Governor outlined in his address the government�s plans, a few issues were identified as being 
priorities of this government. However, the issue of mining safety was not raised. In fact, there were some 
strange issues which on the face of them seemed pretty straightforward but which are quite complex. I will touch 
on two of them. One of the issues which was referred to in the Governor�s address and which has been raised in 
the media is putting taxpayer money into the Oakajee port. The Oakajee port can already be funded by the 
private sector, so why would the government have that as a priority, especially when the major income-earning 
assets in the state are under severe financial stress because of what is happening outside the country? We have 
seen that. Now it is getting to the stage that every couple of days we hear that the expansion of another mine is 
being reduced, a development has been cancelled and another development is being mothballed. There are some 
major issues in that area that could perhaps shore those up. Why should money be invested in a project that is yet 
to go ahead, such as Oakajee and the mines that it should support, when there has been no discussion about de-
bottlenecking existing infrastructure, particularly common-user infrastructure on land such as railways and, 
particularly around ports, port rail, especially in Port Hedland? Over the next five to 10 years Port Hedland has 
the potential to handle about 800 million or one billion tonnes of ore a year, which would make it the largest 
export port in the world. Second to it would be a port in China, which handles about 500 million tonnes. There is 
an outer harbour expansion. There are issues with access to rail. The junior miners that already have mines 
operating on the ground are having trouble getting access to common-user infrastructure. Surely taxpayer money 
should be invested in shoring up those assets and ensuring that the existing assets remain viable and continue 
expanding; it should not be invested where it is not required. 
Another matter I will talk about is the simplistic discussions about the expansion of the Ord River project. People 
have talked about building the M1 irrigation channel and expanding the Ord River project. It all sounds very 
good because it is based on the notion that all of a sudden this area will be the food bowl of Australia. However, 
there are a few big environmental problems. If ever that is going to succeed, there are some transport issues to be 
considered. It is all right to talk about investing money in local road infrastructure, but the product still has to be 
obtained from somewhere. There has been talk about expanding the port and expanding the airport. Then there is 
the question of finding the markets. Power generation for the expansion of Argyle is an issue that has to be 
resolved. Issues with the company that supplies the power need to be resolved. There are issues with 
environmental flows and with the methodology that is used for flood irrigation. If we go down the expansion 
path, there simply will not be enough water. I know that it looks like a lot of water, but the water will actually 
run out. We will see how that goes. I would be the first to admit that the Ord Dam is one of the most magnificent 
tourist destinations that people can go to, but on an economic scale it is an absolute failure. It would be a great 
boon for tourism, but it is a lot of money to spend. I hope that the government somehow finds the magic to make 
it reach the potential that some people envisage, but I do not know how it is going to do that and also solve the 
problem of endemic poverty, particularly in the mining and pastoral region. That will cost a lot more money. 
How will the government pour millions of dollars into the development of the Oakajee port but still provide 
better outcomes for the kids in the regions? I do not think that it can be done because I do not think that the 
government has its priorities right. I know that it does not have its priorities right because the government has 
briefly talked about solving affordable housing issues in the Pilbara but it has not given any indication about how 
that can be done. Members of the opposition, like all Western Australians, are forced to take on face value what 
the government says without the government having provided any detail. During the election, people could have 
gone to the Liberal Party website and looked for its policies, but its recreational fishing policy was about only a 
page and a half long. 

We have to rely on blind faith that somehow the government will resolve the issues and that the royalties for 
regions scheme will solve all of these problems by skimming over some of the major issues. The government has 
a fantastic opportunity to deliver good outcomes because the economy is booming and is withstanding better 
than the other states the impact of the global economic downturn. The government has made huge promises and 
created unrealistic expectations in many cases, yet it has not addressed in detail the issues that will make life 
better for Western Australians, particularly those who live in regional Western Australia. The government has a 
great opportunity to do that. We will hold the government to account on its promises; do not stuff it up. 
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Bruce Donaldson. 
 


